T1 mapping constitutes a quantitative MRI technique finding significant application in brain imaging. It allows improved evaluation of contrast uptake, blood perfusion, volume, and provides more specific biomarkers of disease progression compared to conventional T1-weighted images. While there are many techniques for T1-mapping, there is also a wide range of reported T1-values in tissues, raising the issue of protocols' reproducibility and standardization. The gold standard for obtaining T1maps is based on acquiring IR-SE sequence. Widely used alternative sequences are IR-SE-EPI, VFA (DESPOT), DESPOT-HIFI and MP2RAGE that speed up scanning and fitting procedures. A custom MRI phantom was used to assess the reproducibility and accuracy of the different methods. All scans were performed using a 3T Siemens Prisma scanner.
Introduction
Among clinical examination modalities, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the most widely used, allowing to distinguish pathologic tissues with great precision. Contrast images like T1-weighted images are for instance used routinely as they preserve well anatomical details. These types of images, however, are qualitative images in the sense that they do not accurately measure tissue parameters such as T1 recovery time.
Research efforts have shown interest in quantifying the longitudinal relaxation time (T1), especially in brain tissue [1] because of an increased sensitivity in pathology detection such as brain cancer, multiple sclerosis (integrity of myelin in the brain), ischemia, hepatic encephalopathy, or chronic alcoholism [2] [3] [4] [5] . Moreover, quantitative T1 maps can help clinicians to evaluate contrast agent uptake, iron overload, and blood perfusion and volume [6] . They also provide a more robust template for morphometry studies and a more specific marker of disease progression in comparison to conventional T1 weighted images [7] .
The gold standard method for T1 mapping makes use of inversion recovery spin echo (IR-SE) sequence [8, 9] . However, IR-SE requires an extremely long scan time, which is impractical for clinical use and can lead to inaccurate measurements due to patient motion. Many efforts have been made to shorten the T1 measurement time, leading to a variety of techniques and a wide range of reported T1 values (from ~1000 to 1600ms) raising the issue of protocols' reproducibility and standardization 
Discussion and Conclusion
The advantages of using quantitative imaging and especially T1 mapping methods in MRI studies are well-established. However, the main difficulty in gold-standard T1 mapping protocols is the impractically long scan time, creating the need for faster methods. Our results show that the gold standard IR-SE is relatively stable but some values seems more sensitive to temperature variations than others, b) data fitting procedure (when properly implemented) have little impact on T1 values c) VFA (DESPOT1) T1 maps give longer T1 values on our scanner in comparison to the other methods, d) MP2RAGE and DESPOT-HIFI T1 values are close to the gold standard but still differ significantly.
